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Suffering from the scorching heat in Sepang 
makes us go down to lower positions
Hitotsuyama Racing finished 14th and 15th in the Super GT Round 3 held on June 9th -
10th at Sepang International Circuit in Malaysia. 

Race Report Super GT 2012 Series
Round-3 / Sepang International Circuit



#21 ZENT Audi R8 LMS Akihiro Tsuzuki / Cyndie Alleman
Sepang round in Malaysia; where the drivers suffer from the intense heat every year. This was one round that a tough battle was 
expected for #21 ZENT Audi R8 LMS from the beginning due to the fact that both Tsuzuki and Cyndie have little experience in 
driving at this circuit.This time, with Cyndie’s request, we adopted a strategy that the same driving time and same conditions were 
given to both Tsuzuki and Cyndie in the Official practice session and the driver who recorded a better lap time during the practice 
session would take charge of Q1. Under the relatively cool condition, Cyndie and Tsuzuki took turns in driving in the session 
separated into 20 minutes each and went on the machine setting and the time attack. Tsuzuki, who recorded the better lap time in 
the end, was to be in charge of Q1, but the classification of the official practice session was down to the 16th position in the 
class. Total of 4 Audis are participating in this series, but all of them went down to the lower positions and it made obvious that 
the machine characteristics do not match this circuit.Q1 Official Qualifying was held for 15 minutes in the afternoon on the same 
day. This time the qualifying system lets only the top ten cars in Q1 go on to the Q2 Super Lap, and each machine started the 
time attack immediately.Tsuzuki changed the tire compound from the morning official practice. However, this tire choice went 
wrong and it made us suffer from the oversteering. We received the checkered flag even without updating the morning lap time 
and finished Q1 in the unexpected 19th position in the class, which was the worst position among all Audis. 

#99 Racerbook Audi R8 LMS Frank Yu / Hideto Yasuoka
We welcomed Hideto Yasuoka, a new driver, from the Sepang round, changed our competition number to #99 and set a new 
challenge as #99 Racerbook Audi R8 LMS for the Sepang round. Yasuoka has achieved a pole-to-win at all races in the Porsche 
Carrera Cup Japan in 2011. The driver who paired up with Yasuoka was the same from the previous 500km round in Fuji, Frank 
Yu from Hong Kong. Frank, doing the racing activities energetically, also participates in the GT Asia race held as the support race 
at this event with his Ford GT GT3. At first Yasuoka drove in the official practice. He went on the machine check, tire choice and 
machine setting efficiently. Virtually this being the first time for him to drive an Audi in the dry condition, Yasuoka showed a 
dignified drive without showing that it was his first time. Entering into the last half of the official practice, we changed the driver to 
Frank. He practiced the long run and the pit stop on the assumption of the race with the machine set up by Yasuoka. Frank had 
some scenes where he lost some time involving a GT 500 at the previous 500km round in Fuji, his Super GT debut race. This time, 
in order for him to overcome the problems, he continued driving actively. The classification in the official practice was down to 
19th, which was similar to that of  #21 ZENT Audi R8 LMS, and we entrusted Yasuoka, who would take charge of Q1, to recover 
from the lower position. In the official qualifying followed, Yasuoka stayed in the pit to wait for the right timing while our rivals went 
into the track immediately. After checking how rivals were doing the time attack, Yasuoka entered the track and set the lap time 
up steadily every lap. He achieved about one second better than the one set in the official practice. The classification of 16th was 
not satisfactory at all but it was second best among Audis, and it proved that the team was getting better steadily compared to 
the previous round. 

P1 #33 HANKOOK PORSCHE Masami Kageyama / Tomonobu Fujii
P2 #87 JLOC Lamborghini GT3 Koji Yamanishi / Hideki Yamauchi
P3 #911 ENDLESS TAISAN 911 Kyosuke Mineo / Naoki Yokomizo
P16 #99 Racerbook Audi R8 LMS Frank Yu / Hideto Yasuoka
P19 #21 ZENT Audi R8 LMS Akihiro Tsuzuki / Cyndie Alleman

June 9th, Official Practice / Official Qualifying
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#21 ZENT Audi R8 LMS Akihiro Tsuzuki / Cyndie Alleman
It was relatively cool until the official practice and the official qualifying sessions in Sepang, but the temperature and the 
humidity went up significantly on the race day and the tough race was expected. The driver responsible for the start of 
the #21 ZENT Audi R8 LMS was Cyndie. After two laps of formation lap, the green lights were turned on. #66 triple a 
vantage GT3, which started from 14th position, slowed down due to the loss of the second gear, and cars following #66 
got confused in order to avoid it. It seemed that Cyndie avoided the confusion well, but she overtook #30 IWASAKI 
MODA Croco apr R8, which was in front of her and slowed down due to the confusion, about 2 meters when crossing 
the start line, which was judged as jump start later. Moreover, on Lap 2, some more confusion occurred in the rear of 
#99 Racerbook Audi R8 LMS, which slowed down temporarily caused by the water temperature trouble. Cyndie 
managed to avoid #99, but the lines crossed with #22 R’Qs VEMAC 350R and two cars made a contact. This caused 
Cyndie to spin and it cost us about 30 seconds to get back on course.Cyndie dropped her position to the tail end but 
started catching up. When she passed #69 Thunder Asia MT900M and hurried furthermore. However, the Drive-through 
penalty against jump start was imposed to her. When she went back on track, she had been lapped by the top group of 
GT300 class and the race development got tough. Cyndie kept a steady pace and shortened the distance between the 
preceding car for a while after that, but through the radio she complained of not feeling well because of the heat on Lap 
25. The lap time went down more than 4 seconds on Lap 26, so the team told her to make an emergency pit-in then. 
Cyndie managed to bring her car to the pit, but she went over the pit road speed limit in her hazy consciousness. Cyndie 
stopped the machine on the regular position and got out of the machine, but she had no extra power left to help 
Tsuzuki to do the driver change, so Tsuzuki did the driver change himself and this caused us to lose more than 20 
seconds. After going back to the track, he completed the drive-through penalty which was imposed to Cyndie’s pit road 
speeding. At this point, the position went down to the 18th in the class, which was nearly the last position, but the team 
kept giving instructions to Tsuzuki in order to keep his motivation up. Tsuzuki met our expectations and recovered the 
positions gradually by a steady pace. Tsuzuki kept the same steady pace until the last lap and finished the race 14th.

#99 Racerbook Audi R8 LMS Frank Yu / Hideto Yasuoka
It was Yasuoka, for whom this was the Super GT debut official race, who was responsible for the start of #99 Racerbook 
Audi R8 LMS. He managed the unfamiliar rolling start and got close to the preceding #11 GAINER DIXCEL R8 LMS. He 
developed the tail-to-nose close contest from the opening lap, and he showed the side-by-side drive from the outside of 
the corner. However, Yasuoka slowed down suddenly on the second lap. The machine went into the safe mode automati-
cally due to the rise in the water temperature, and it led to activate the system to suppress the power. We found out 
through the data analysis after the race that 2 laps of formation lap at a slow pace and the intense tail-to-nose fight with 
#11 right after the start caused this rise in the water temperature. Yasuoka, who was passed by the following machines 
in the meantime, showed the steady pace despite of his debut race after the safe mode was released when the water 
temperature went down. Especially when driving with GT500 cars, the drop of the lap time did not appear and he 
impressed the team with his inherent calm driving. Yasuoka kept on driving up to the 30th lap of his stint, recovered the 
position once at 19th to the temporary 2nd in the class, and then handed the remaining race to Frank. However, the 
unexpected troubles piled up in the pit work. First we lost time by the trouble with the wheel nuts, and then the trouble 
that the clutch did not get connected smoothly at the time of start also occurred, and we lost about 60 seconds until 
the restart. Moreover, Frank told us on the radio that the clutch started to slip and the power was not transmitted well 
after entering the track. This trouble caused us lose 3 to 4 seconds per lap from our expected lap time, but even under 
this circumstances Frank kept on driving carefully while taking care of the clutch in order to bring the machine to the 
goal. His effort achieved a finish in the 15th position following #21 ZENT Audi R8 LMS.

P1 #33 HANKOOK PORSCHE Masami Kageyama / Tomonobu Fujii
P2 #911 ENDLESS TAISAN 911 Kyosuke Mineo / Naoki Yokomizo
P3 #66 triple a vantage GT3 Hiroki Yoshimoto / Kazuki Hoshino
P14 #21 ZENT Audi R8 LMS Akihiro Tsuzuki / Cyndie Alleman
P15 #99 Racerbook Audi R8 LMS Frank Yu / Hideto Yasuoka

June 10th, Race Day
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Mikio Hitotsuyama, Team Representative
“Regarding #21 ZENT Audi R8 LMS, a chain of troubles and mistakes occurred during the race and 
finished the race in the position far from the team’s goal. Sepang turned out to be an unsuitable track for 
Audi, but by our calculation of the time lost by the troubles and mistakes during the race, we could have 
finished within the points had we not have these losses. 
The fact that we still have troubles and mistakes happened to expose that we still lack the power as a 
team, so we will aim to complete the race without any mistakes and develop a race where we can finish it 
within the points. 
#99 Racerbook Audi R8 LMS unfortunately had some troubles and could not complete the race as we 
expected. However, Mr. Yasuoka will get used to the machine and the race itself, so I am sure that he can 
increase his potential. Frank seemed to get the grip of Super GT in his second race, and it seems he has 
learned a lot. Mike (Michael Kim) will drive for the 4th round in Sugo instead of Frank. Your continued 
support would be really appreciated.

Finally, Cyndie was treated at the medical center and her diagnosis was that she had no particular prob-
lems. I would like to take this opportunity to thank all the fans and concerned personnel who came to see 
us worrying about her as well as those who treated her.” 

The 4th round in Sugo will be held on July 28th ‒ 29th.
Once again, your continued support would be much appreciated.
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